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AIM OF COLLOQUIUM 
UNDERSTANDING THE NEW LABOR LANDSCAPE. 

 
The beginnings and endings of all 
human undertakings are untidy. 

John Galsworthy 

Western industrial economies confront the conundrum of scaling employment (quantity and 
quality) to a new era of human work. The sustained effects of the 2008/2009 recession had 
exposed a vital void in economic policy for addressing west’s more recent phase of enterprise 
capitalism evolution/expansion. Covid-19 further leveled a spotlight on an attenuated, fragile, 
transitioning economic foundation for withstanding market disruptions1 or environmental and 
epidemic catastrophes.  

Resort to the metric of economic expansion (GDP/BIP growth) as a principle for securing the 
state’s socio-economic status has ceased to be sufficient protection from the nature of acute 
market disruptions or environmental and epidemic and catastrophes economies confront in 
the coming era. (Large scale disruptions2 continue to be regarded as isolated events and hence 
responsive to the remedial thermometric growth.) 

The dual elements of wage employment and casual consumption as key construct for stability 

from at-hand autonomous productive capitalism are ceasing to be pillars for jobs or the vitality 

of civil society. Into the 21st century amidst shifting patterns for market enterprises and means 

for autonomous and ‘remote’ production, economy’s vigor will come to be judged less so by 

impersonal statistics, but by personal metrics from the perceived wellbeing/satisfaction of 

people’s lives3.  What if a more disconnected work force leads to changes that could make 

employees happier?  And robot Sophia4  one of the most intelligent robots in the world 

perform ‘on-site’ work without commuting or need for amenities?  

Human engagement with paid work (jobs, wage-labor) and personal work (household, 

communal) is on the cusp of a ranging transition. At hand are technologies to greatly alter 

industrial and commercial operations; as well as exceptional products and services that 

disorder civil society social/behavioral norms and risk harms to individual fitness and intellect. 

 
1 One instance, BP Plc said the relentless growth of oil demand is over. BP’s energy outlook shows consumption slumping 

50% to 80% by 2050  becoming the first supermajor to call the end of an era many thought would last another decade or 

more. Bloomberg, September 14, 2020 .  
2 Environmental disruptions on a large scale are evident in the US where wildfires and massive flooding compound the 

economic impact from the epidemic. 
3 Gross Domestic Misery Rises, Paul Krugman, NYT, 7 Sept. 2020 
4 Using artificial intelligence, Sophia can communicate with people and even use facial expressions to     

  convey emotions  looking distinctly human 
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Economy in Transition: How to Proceed? follows on the Council’s near 2-year effort to examine 

the diverse from the impact of connectivity, digitization, and artificial intelligence on work, 

incomes, and prosperity. Considered were the radical aspects of imminent 21st century 

innovation and technology on the socio-economic structures of democratic capitalist nations 

…and more particularly Western Europe. That effort culminated in a 2017 Conference and the 

issuance of a Council Report Economy in Transition: Are we Prepared?  

The Report: “Are We Prepared” sought to address a post historical phenomenon for the human 

resource as such lose their economic importance becoming superfluous from at-hand 

innovations in their various industrial and social applications. An excerpt from the Report 

accompanies this document. 

The Report identified 5 aspects of present wage work (viz., jobs) and employment that face 

disorder. The Council noted adherence to entrenched labor policy and an indisposition to 

attribute any lasting dearth of job work arising from new enterprise models (e.g., platform 

transactions, remote workers) and/or radical productive technologies (e.g., robotics). Acute 

prospective disruption are discounted, and their effects on the  workforce thought momentary 

while responding to labor adjustments such as labor re-education (viz., life-long-learning).  
 

The default economic paradigm for prognosis and planning invariably harkens measures 

thought to spur economic ‘growth’ (e.g., monetary, and fiscal policy) to restore economy 

lifeblood from consumer spending and central bank policy on interest rates to spur industry 

investment as the sustaining means for securing full-employment viz. jobs for all in the work 

force including the expectancy of prolonged years of employment from demographic shifts in 

lifespan.   
 

The impact on the breaths of the economy, and means for employment specifically, evident 

from the course of the 2008 and anticipated from the current epidemic recessions, reveal 

national economies reliance on quantitative statistics (e.g., GDP/BIP) as the principal 

confidence measure for abiding employment, that is coping with unemployment effects, is an 

increasingly dubious indicator of the economy’s capability to cope with its labor displacement  

from new era productive market enterprises (e.g., robotics, artificial intelligence), risks to 

economic order (e.g., bubbles), distress from natural hazards (e.g., epidemics, climate change), 

or demographic shifts (e.g., aging population, labor migration5). 

 
5 In much of the developing world, vulnerable people will attempt to flee the emerging perils of global warming, mass  

  migrating to cooler temperatures, more fresh water, and safety. Their many diverse cultures will have a profound effect 

on the Union’s mainstream culture and the nature of work in an autonomous industrial setting.  
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How then to protect/prepare a successor generation for essential and meaningful engagement 

of communal work and social enterprises that can overcome that impending ‘100-year’ storm6.  

U.S. (and increasingly Europe’s) economic performance has stemmed from substituting service 
sector growth, and jobs, for displacement of labor in technology intensive productive 
operations. The shift into services is abbeted by lifestyle indulgence/harms and  expansion of 
incidental goods/services enterprise activity7, an increasingly insubstantial base for sustaining 
a vital economy. Unattended, that trend will decouple further the qualitative aspects from the 
statistical measures of economic performance. 

The Colloquium will assess the new labor landscape. Identify public policies for transition in 

enterprise activity and their consequence for what constitutes work in a future socio-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

economic realm. For instance, what policies address a prevailing shift of former market work 

(jobs) into informal household work8 (i.e., informal economy, sharing economy), which is 

neither reckoned in economic measures, nor affords income for household livelihood? How 

individuals may ‘earn’ their livelihood from productive household work?  
 

It will attempt to extend the ‘wisdom’ of economic policy for a healthy governance beyond 

dependence on achieving a numeric metric for GDP and people buying ‘things’ i.e., ‘simply 

spending’ and amply consuming for all manner of pleasing distraction without regard for 

looming disruptive elements from transitioning enterprise operations.  
 

How then to frame a vital civil society in an era in which humans will increasingly lose their 

economic and military utility while finding increasing opportunity for purposeful work as 

volunteers and in NGO and cooperative enterprises (Viz., 3rd sector enterprises).   

Awaited from the Colloquium are distinct economic and social guidelines for activating social 
innovation9 with aims of engaging future prime-age human resources in gainful and purposeful 

 
6 Civil Society Index (JHU/GCSI) provides a tested and reliable such tool for assessing the health of the civil society sector      
   in countries.    
7 “Creating Jobs from Social Excesses”, W. Price, an analysis of jobs in services sectors. See also, David Graeber, “Bullshit     

   Jobs”. 
8 Online banking allows a user to conduct financial transactions via the Internet. The next Apple watch will track one’s blood 

oxygen level remotely. All manner of ticketing, medical transactions, job application transactions, registration transactions, 

entertainment, and purchasing transactions have been  shifted into the household. The advent 3-D  printing and virtual 

reality imaging will further shift ‘enterprise activity’ into the household. 
9  Practices that aim to meet social needs in a better way than the existing solutions. For example, program in Rural Australia   

   Cardiovascular telemedicine. Or, “This Vertical Farm Was Born in the Pandemic. Sales Are Up”, NYT. Vegetable Co. is a  

   vertical farm in a shipping container on the edge of a parking lot. It’s one of many small farms around the world selling  

   directly to urban consumers. 

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffuturism.us8.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Daa1f459b1dc368b292f0587f2%26id%3D92d5fa7aad%26e%3D5c97f66742&data=02%7C01%7C%7C3bee41580ab3420c701608d85a6fb5c8%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637358783117103292&sdata=g9SJTNsqKWHgl46mQZ3FT%2F%2FJP%2B9BgapZ3uMLxXwTZXs%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffuturism.us8.list-manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3Daa1f459b1dc368b292f0587f2%26id%3D92d5fa7aad%26e%3D5c97f66742&data=02%7C01%7C%7C3bee41580ab3420c701608d85a6fb5c8%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637358783117103292&sdata=g9SJTNsqKWHgl46mQZ3FT%2F%2FJP%2B9BgapZ3uMLxXwTZXs%3D&reserved=0
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work within a genuine new social paradigm of supplemental communal-based activity, 
detached from the marketplace, while advancing the quality of civic life in a transitioning 
demographic environment on the continent10. As the masses lose their economic importance 
(as job hands) will the moral argument for their welfare be enough politically potent to protect 
decent living and purposeful engagement in work? Participants will explore opportunities to 
address a limited number of significant issues for stabilizing opportunities for individuals to 
engage in purposeful work within civil society without prejudice to the outcome. 

 

 
10 Civil Society Index (JHU/GCSI) 


